Abstract-We study the effectiveness of cross validation, Bayesian regularization, early stopping, and bagging to mitigate overfitting and improving generalization for pricing and hedging derivative securities with daily S&P 500 index daily call options from January 1988 to December 1993. Our results indicate that Bayesian regularization can generate significantly smaller pricing and delta-hedging errors than the baseline neural-network (NN) model and the Black-Scholes model for some years. While early stopping does not affect the pricing errors, it significantly reduces the hedging error in four of the six years we investigated. Although computationally most demanding, bagging seems to provide the most accurate pricing and delta-hedging. Furthermore, the standard deviation of the MSPE of bagging is far less than that of the baseline model in all six years, and the standard deviation of the AHE of bagging is far less than that of the baseline model in five out of six years. Since we find in general these regularization methods work as effectively as homogeneity hint, we suggest they be used at least in cases when no appropriate hints are available.
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I. INTRODUCTION

R
EFERENCE [18] demonstrate that learning networks can be used successfully to estimate a pricing formula for options, with good out-of-sample pricing and delta-hedging performance. This nonparametric pricing method has the distinct advantage of not relying on specific assumptions about the underlying asset price dynamics and is therefore robust to specification errors which might adversely affect parametric models. Reference [18] assume that their option pricing network formula is homogeneous of degree one in the underlying stock price and in the strike price which enables them to use a smaller number of inputs in learning the nonparametric pricing function. This parsimony is an advantage since the rate of convergence of nonparametric estimators slows down considerably as the number of input increases.
Reference [13] demonstrate that overfitting can be reduced by exploiting the implications of this homogeneity property in terms of functional form. Instead of setting up a learning network mapping the stock price to strike price ratio ( ) and the time to maturity ( ) directly into the derivative price, they break down the pricing function into two parts, one controlled by the ratio , the other one by a function of time to maturity. In each part, a learning network is fit with and as inputs.
This separation into two blocks is consistent not only with the Black-Scholes model, but with an array of other models which keep the homogeneity property of the option pricing function. It is this homogeneity restriction that they call a hint. In general, the learning process is guided by hints that are based on additional prior information about the properties of the unknown function to be learned. Because hints impose additional constraints on the set of allowable solutions to which the learning process may converge, they may tend to worsen the in-sample performance by excluding some solutions that might otherwise fit the data better. This constraint clearly helps to avoid overfitting in the learning algorithms. The main purpose of using hints is to improve the out-of-sample performance of the learning algorithms. There are different types of hints common to different applications.
Invariance hints of [11] , [15] , [17] , and [20] are the most common types of hints in pattern recognition applications. An invariance hint asserts that the target function is invariant under certain transformations of the input. Monotonicity hints, as in [1] , are common in applications such as medical diagnosis and credit rating where the target function is assumed to be monotonic in certain variables. Symmetry hints are commonly used in foreign exchange predictions by technical analysts. Reference [2] , [3] indicate that appropriately placed hint restrictions may lead to improved out-of-sample generalizations.
To assess the potential gains that can be made by using the homogeneity hint in setting up the nonparametric model, [13] simulate option prices that obey the Black-Scholes formula. In this experimental setting, they obtain out-of-sample pricing accuracy gains of about 25 percent on average. To assess the empirical relevance of this additional structure consistent with homogeneity, [13] estimate pricing functions for European call options on the S&P 500 index for various sampling periods between 1987 and 1994. The homogeneity hint always reduces the out-of-sample mean squared prediction error compared with a feedforward neural network (NN) with no hint. The feedforward network models provide smaller delta-hedging errors relative to the Black-Scholes model. Between the feedforward network models, the models with hint provide more stable average delta hedging errors relative to the networks without the homogeneity hint.
Several other methods have been suggested to prevent overfitting and to improve generalization in NNs, these include cross validation, Bayesian regularization [19] , early stopping, and bagging (or bootstrap aggregating, [7] ). 1 Cross validation is a standard tool for model selection in statistics. In cross validation, the available data is divided into three subsets: training, validation, and testing sets. The training set is used to generate optimal weights for various candidate models, among which the one that performs the best on the validation set is selected to use on the test set and to generate forecasts. Cross validation can be used to determine the optimal number of hidden layer units of an NN, and to decide when it is best to stop training. The idea of Bayesian regularization is to make the network response smoother through modification in the objective function by adding a penalty term that consists of the mean square of all network coefficients. In early stopping the available data are divided into three subsets: training, validation, and testing sets. The error on the validation set is monitored during the training process and when the validation error increases for a specific number of iterations, the training is stopped, and the weights at the minimum of the validation error are returned. Bagging is a method that provides an aggregated predictor from multiple versions of the model through bootstrapping. In the next section, we provide a more detailed description of the Bayesian regularization, early stopping, and bagging. Interested readers can see [14] for a comprehensive coverage.
For the daily S&P 500 index call options traded at the Chicago Board Options Exchange from January 1988 to December 1993, we compare the pricing and hedging performance of feedforward network models with aforementioned methods. To summarize our results up front, we find that in some years, the feedforward networks with Bayesian regularization generate significantly smaller pricing and delta-hedging errors than the baseline NN model and the Black-Scholes model. While early stopping does not affect the pricing errors, it significantly reduces the hedging error in four of the six years we investigated. Although computationally most demanding, bagging seems to provide the most accurate pricing and delta hedging. Furthermore, the standard deviation of the MSPE of bagging is far less than that of the baseline model in all six years, and the standard deviation of the AHE of bagging is far less than that of the baseline model in five out of six years. The results thus suggest that overfitting in the feedforward network models can be effectively reduced by certain regularization methods. Since these regularization methods work as effectively as homogeneity hint, we suggest they can be used at least in cases when no appropriate hints are available. 1 Network pruning is another method that can be used to prevent overfitting and to improve generalization. It starts with a large NN model and then prunes it by weakening or eliminating certain weights in a selective and orderly fashion. In our option-pricing model, we have only two input and one output variables. We should not prune any of them, as it would lead to misspecification. Therefore, the only neurons that can be pruned are the hidden layer units. However, through cross validation we explore models with the number of hidden layer units ranging between 1 and 10. This can easily be interpreted as pruning for all model complexities that we study in the paper. Therefore, we do not include pruning in the present study.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the NN model, Bayesian regularization (BR), early stopping (ES), and bagging (BA) methodology, as well as the performance measures and statistics that are used in the comparison of the results. Section III describes the data and the division of training, validation and prediction samples. In Section IV, we report the results of comparison of the four methods for both the pricing and hedging performance. Conclusions and discussions are in Section V.
II. METHODOLOGY
NNs are a class of flexible nonlinear models inspired by the way in which the human brain processes information. Given an appropriate number of hidden-layer units, NNs can approximate any nonlinear function to an arbitrary degree of accuracy through the composition of a network of relatively simple functions (see [16] and [26] , among others). The flexibility and simplicity of NNs have made them a popular modeling and forecasting tool across different research areas in recent years. A variety of different NN models have thus developed, among which the three-layer feedforward network is the most widely used and is adopted in the present study. Interested readers are directed to [23] and [25] for a comprehensive survey of NN methodology and its financial applications.
A. Neural Networks
Let be the unknown underlying function (linear or nonlinear) through which the vector of explanatory variables relates to the dependent variable , i.e., . Following [13] , in our model, is (call price divided by strike price), is (S&P 500 Index divided by strike price), and is time to maturity. Then can be approximated by a three-layer NN model. Our model is a typical three-layer feedforward NN (1) where is the number of units in the hidden layer that varies from 1 to 10 in our study, is a logistic transfer function defined as , represents a vector of parameters from the hidden-layer units to the outputlayer units, denotes a matrix of parameters from the input-layer units to the hidden-layer units, and is the error term. The error term can be made arbitrarily small if sufficiently many explanatory variables are included and if is chosen to be large enough. However, if n is too large, the NN may overfit in which case the in-sample errors can be made very small but the out-of-sample errors may be large. The choice of depends on the number of explanatory variables and the nature of the underlying relationship. In the present study, we use a cross-validation procedure to select . In particular, we estimate 10 NN models with the number of hidden-layer units varying from 1 to 10 using the training data, and the one that performs the best on the validation data is then utilized to generate out-of-sample prediction results based on the testing data. The details on the division of training, validation, and testing samples are given in Section III.
The parameter values in (1) are chosen to minimize the sum of squared errors (2) In general there is no analytical solution to this minimization problem and the parameters have to be estimated numerically. Because the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is by far the fastest algorithm for moderate-sized (up to several hundred free parameters) feedforward NNs, we use it to estimate the parameters. The initial values of the parameters are generated with [22] method in which the initial values are assigned such that the active regions of the layer's units are roughly evenly distributed over the range of the explanatory variable space. The benefit is that fewer units are wasted and that the network converges faster compared to purely random initial parameter values.
B. Bayesian Regularization
An ideal NN model is one that has small errors not only in sample, but also out of sample. To produce a network that generalizes well, [19] proposes a method to constrain the size of the network parameters through so called regularization. The idea is that the true underlying function is assumed to have a degree of smoothness. When the parameters in a network are kept small, the network response will be smooth. Thus any modestly oversized network should be able to sufficiently represent the true function, rather than capture the noise. With regularization, the objective function becomes (3) where is the sum of squares of the network parameters, and is the performance ratio, the magnitude of which dictates the emphasis of the training. If is very large, then the training algorithm will drive the errors small. But if is very small, then training will emphasize parameter size reduction at the expense of network errors, thus producing a smoother network response.
The optimal regularization parameter can be determined by Bayesian techniques. 2 In the Bayesian framework the weights of the network are considered random variables. Let represent the data set, represent the vector of network parameters, and is the particular NN model used. After the data is taken, the density function for the weights can be updated according to Bayes' rule (4) where is the prior density, which represents our knowledge of the weights before any data is collected, is the likelihood function, which is the probability of the data occurring given the weights . is a normalization factor, which guarantees that the total probability is 1.
If we assume that the noise and the prior distribution for the weights are both Gaussian, the probability densities can be written as 2 Interested readers are directed to [19] , and [12] for more technical details.
and (5) where is the total number of parameters in the NN. Substitute (5) into (4), we get Normalization Factor (6) In this Bayesian framework, the optimal weights should maximize the posterior probability , which is equivalent to minimizing the regularized objective function given in (3).
The performance ratio can also be optimized by applying Bayes' rule (7) Assuming a uniform prior density for the regularization parameter , then maximizing the posterior is achieved by maximizing the likelihood function . Since all probabilities have a Gaussian form, the normalization factor can be expressed as (8) Since the objective function has the shape of a quadratic shape in a small area surrounding a minimum point, we can expand around the minimum point of the posterior density , where the gradient is zero. Solving for the normalizing constant yields (9) where is the Hessian matrix of the objective function. Plug (9) into (8), we can solve for the optimal value of at the minimum point. This is done by taking the derivative with respect to the log of (8) and set it equal to zero.
The Bayesian optimization of the regularization parameters requires the computation of the Hessian matrix of at the minimum point . Reference [12] propose using the Gauss-Newton approximation to Hessian matrix, which is readily available if the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm is used to locate the minimum point. The additional computation required of the regularization is thus minimal. Just like training without BR, we use the same cross-validation procedure to select the optimal number of hidden-layer units when training the NN with BR.
C. Early Stopping
It is well known that a multilayer feedforward NN trained with certain algorithm learns in stages, moving from the realization of fairly simple to more complex mapping functions as the training progresses. This is reflected in the observation that the mean-square error decreases with an increasing number of iterations during training. With a goal of good generalization, it is difficult to decide when it is best to stop training by just looking at the learning curve for training by itself. It is possible to overfit the training data if the training session is not stopped at the right point.
The onset of overfitting can be detected through cross validation in which the available data are divided into training, validation, and testing subsets. The training subset is used for computing the gradient and updating the network weights. The error on the validation set is monitored during the training session. The validation error will normally decrease during the initial phase of training (see Fig. 1 ), as does the error on the training set. However, when the network begins to overfit the data, the error on the validation set will typically begin to rise. When the validation error increases for a specified number of iterations, the training is stopped, and the weights at the minimum of the validation error are returned.
D. Bagging
In bagging (or bootstrap aggregating), multiple versions of a predictor is generated and they are used to get an aggregated predictor. The multiple versions are formed by making bootstrap replicates of the training set and using these as new training sets. When predicting a numerical outcome, the aggregation takes the average over the multiple versions that are generated from bootstrapping. According to [7] , both theoretical and empirical evidence suggests that bagging can greatly improve the forecasting performance of a good but unstable model where a small change in the training data can result in large changes in model, but can slightly degrade the performance of stable models. NNs, classification and regression trees, and subset selection in linear regression are unstable, while -nearest neighbor methods are stable [6] . In the present study we use NNs for option pricing and hedging, thus bagging becomes relevant. 3 As proposed by [7] when the NN output, , is numerical, bagging works as follows. Let represent the training set that consists of data , where is the number of observations in the training set. The NN model represented by (1) is fitted to the training set and this generates a predictor : if the input is we predict by . Now, suppose we have a sequence of training sets 3 We would like to thank an anonymous referee for suggesting this method to us.
each consisting of independent observations from the same underlying distribution as . We can use the to get a better predictor than the single learning set predictor by working with the sequence of predictors . An obvious procedure is to replace by the average of over , i.e., by . However, usually there is only a single training set without the luxury of replicates of . In this case, repeated bootstrap samples can be drawn from . Each is a random pick from the original training set with replacement. The bootstrap samples are used to form predictors . The bagging predictor can thus be calculated as (10) where represents the total number of bootstrap replicates of the training set.
We slightly modify the bagging procedure of [7] to deal with the cross validation performed on ten NN models with the number of hidden layer units varying between 1 to 10. First, the available data are divided into the training, validation, and testing subsets as in cross validation and early stopping. Second, a bootstrap sample is selected from the training set. The bootstrap sample is then used to train the NN with 1 to 10 hidden layer units. The validation set is used to select the best NN that has the optimal number of hidden layer units, and the best model is used to generate one set of prediction on the testing set. This is repeated 25 times giving 25 sets of predictions (
). Third, the bagging prediction is the average across the 25 sets of predictions, and the prediction error is computed as the difference between the actual and the bagging prediction values.
E. Performance Measures and Test Statistics
Mean squared prediction errors (MSPE) and average hedging errors (AHE) are used to measure the pricing and delta-hedging accuracy, respectively. The mean, standard deviation of these measures across all experiments, as well as , a measure that combines the mean and the variance in a single statistic, will be reported.
To test whether the forecasts from two competing models are equally accurate, we use the Diebold-Mariano (DM) test for the significance of the difference between the MSPE or the AHE of the NN model and the one that utilizing one of the overfitting preventing methods. Denote the MSPE or the AHE of the NN model for the ith experiment as , those of the NN model trained with certain regularization as , the differential as , and the spectral density of at frequency 0 by . The DM test is based on the statistic DM
where , and is a consistent estimate of . Under the null hypothesis of equal forecasting accuracy, the asymptotic distribution of is standard normal. We use [21] method to obtain a consistent estimate of the spectral density at frequency zero. Reference [4] approximating rule is used to set the truncation lag. The idea is to calculate the truncation lag using the Bartlett kernel (12) where takes the integer part of a number, and is the firstorder autocorrelation coefficient of the MSPE differential .
An alternative method to compare forecast accuracy is to employ Wilcoxon's signed-ranks test ( ), which is distribution free. The test statistic is where if otherwise (13) and denotes the absolute rank of . The test gives an observation with a larger absolute square error differential a higher weight than an observation with a smaller differential. The studentized version of this statistic is asymptotically standard normal (14) III. DATA
A. Data Description
The data are daily S&P 500 Index European options obtained from the Chicago Board Options Exchange for the period January 1988 to October 1994. The S&P 500 index option market is extremely liquid and it is one of the most active options markets in the United States. This market is the closest to the theoretical setting of the Black-Scholes model. The data consist of daily last sale prices of options written on the S&P 500 Index as well as the closing price of the index. Options with zero volume are not used.
S&P Index is adjusted for dividends through a constant continuously compounded dividend rate of 2%. 4 Therefore, we ignore the lumpiness of the dividend payments which has small significance in European index options because we are interested in the total flow of dividends paid over the life of the contract. As a proxy for the short-term interest rate, the monthly three-month T-bill yield from CITIBASE used as a proxy. In the calculation of the Black-Scholes prices, the three-month T-bill yields and the three-month moving historical sample volatilities (i.e., the standard deviation of the S&P 500 Index in a three-month moving window) are utilized.
For each year, the sample is split into three parts: first half of the year (training period), third quarter (validation period) and fourth quarter (prediction period). One possible drawback of such a setup is that we will always evaluate the predictive ability of our networks on the last quarter of the year. The advantage is that it will facilitate comparison of performance from year to year. Moreover, it makes our results comparable to those of [13] in which the homogeneity hint is used to reduce overfitting.
B. Division of Training, Validation and Prediction Samples
We estimate networks with 1 to 10 hidden units over half of the data points for a particular year, the training sample. Next, we choose the network in each family that gives the best mean square prediction error over half of the remaining data points in the sample, called the validation sample. Finally, we assess the prediction performance (MSPE) of the best model chosen in the previous step for the models from the four methods over the last quarter of data, the prediction sample. The average hedging errors (AHE) are computed in a similar fashion except that we only calculate AHE for the first one hundred call options in both the validation and the testing sample. This is because the computing of AHE for NN models is extremely time-consuming, and particularly so for bagging.
IV. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
In this section, we assess the effectiveness of the four methods for pricing and hedging S&P 500 call options. To control for the potential uncertainty in the relative performance that might be caused by different random seeds, the training starts with the same set of initial random weights for all four methods. The results for pricing and delta hedging are reported in Tables I and  II , respectively.
A. Pricing Errors
We use mean squared prediction error (MSPE) to measure the network pricing accuracy. Results are given in Table I . To economize on space, for each year we do not report the best MSPE obtained for the ten experiments of ten different NNs with the number of hidden-layer units ranging from 1 to 10, instead we only report the summary statistics, such as the mean, standard deviation, and . Column 1 indicates the sample year, and the first row of each year gives the number of observations in the training, validation and prediction subsamples in that particular year, as well as the MSPE of the linear regression (LIN) and Black-Scholes formula (BS). The [10] ( ) test and Wilcoxon signed rank ( ) test are used to test the significance of the difference between the MSPE of the NN and the MSPE of the BR, ES, and BA. The test statistics and the -values (in parenthesis) of these two tests are also provided in Table I .
We have the following observations from Table I . First, as indicated by the DM and the WS tests, among the six years the MSPE for the models with Bayesian regularization (BR) is significantly smaller than that of the baseline model (NN) in two years (1988 and 1991) , is comparable in three years (1989, 1992, and 1993) , and is only significantly worse in one year (1990 is able to provide fairly accurate and more robust pricing for the S&P 500 call options. Third, , which combines the mean and the variance in a single statistic, delivers a similar message as the mean MSPE. is significantly worse than all the NN models in all six years. In [13] , a naive feedforward network estimation is compared with the feedforward network with a homogeneity hint. Their results indicate that the homogeneity hint always reduces the out-of-sample mean squared prediction error compared with a feedforward NN with no hint. Since the data sets and sample divisions in [13] and ours are the same, the results are comparable. This comparison indicates that Bayesian regularization performs a little better than the feedforward networks with homogeneity hint across all years. The average reduction in MSPEs is about one percent with BR relative to the networks with a homogeneity hint. This gain would be important for the network derivatives which are risk tools.
In summary, the NNs with certain regularization are in general more accurate and undoubtedly more robust than the networks without regularization. Among the four alternatives, bagging seems to have the smallest pricing error and is the most robust method.
B. Average Hedging Errors
Hedging error is another important measure of the performance of a given option pricing formula. Suppose we sell one call option at date 0 and undertake the usual dynamic trading strategy in stocks and bonds to hedge this call during its life. If the option pricing model is correct, and if we can costlessly and continuously hedge, then at expiration the combined value of the stock and bond positions should exactly offset the value of the call. The difference between the terminal value of the call and the terminal value of the stock and bond positions provides a measure of the accuracy of the option-pricing model. Since continuously hedging is impossible in practice, there will always be some tracking error due to discrete delta hedging. We will compare the tracking errors with and without BR to that of discrete hedging under the Black-Scholes formula.
Let be the dollar value of the replicating portfolio at time (15) where is the dollar value of stocks, is the dollar value of bonds, and is the dollar value of call options held in the portfolio held at date . The initial composition of this portfolio at date 0 is (16) (17 (18) where is the Black-Scholes call option pricing formula and is the NN estimator for the call pricing function. Since the stock purchase is financed by the combination of riskless borrowing and proceeds from the sale of the call option, the initial value of the replicating portfolio is identically zero so that (19) The stock and bond positions in the replicating portfolio is rebalanced every period to satisfy the following relations:
(20) (21) In (21), we use one month Treasury-Bill rate interest rate. The tracking error of the replicating portfolio at expiration date is defined to be (22) Table II reports the AHE. Constrained by space limit, for each year, we do not report the AHE for each of the ten experiments. Instead, we only report the mean, standard deviation of AHE across the ten experiments. Table II also From Table II , we have the following observations. First, the best model for pricing is rarely the best model for hedging. While the best pricing model often contains more hidden-layer units (6 to 10), with few exceptions, the best hedging model contains only 1 to 5 hidden-layer units. This is not surprising in the NN literature (see [5] , [13] ). The implication is that one should better train the NN model based on the criterion that is ultimately used to assess the performance of the model. However, a hedging criterion is very difficult to implement numerically, and thus follow a second best approach. We still train the networks by minimizing the MSE criterion over the training sample. In the validation phase, however, we choose the best model among the ten hidden-layer specifications that minimizes the average hedging error. The average numbers of hidden layer units selected are shown in Columns 2, 5, 9, and 13 for NN, BR, ES, and BA, respectively. It is obvious that these selected models are much more parsimonious than the ones selected based on a pricing criterion. Reference [13] have found the similar pattern. Contrary to the pricing results, BR seems to consistently select more parsimonious models for hedging purpose. For five out of six years, the average numbers of hidden-layer units of the selected models are smaller for NN, BR, and ES.
A second observation is that based on both the DM and the WS tests, BR generates a significantly lower average hedging error compared to NN in four of the six years except 1989 and 1992. The ratios of the with and without BR from 1988 to 1993 are 0.91, 1.05, 0.93, 0.90, 1.33, and 0.80, respectively. BR also generates smaller variations across ten experiments in most years. In terms of the percentages of options for which the AHE of the networks is less than the BS AHE, BR is better than the baseline NN in all years except 1992.
A third and an interesting observation is that the hedging performance of early stopping is very close to that of the Bayesian regularization although it is identical to NN in terms of pricing errors. The explanation lies in that most of the early stoppings occur with models that have 1 to 3 hidden layer units. However, the cross validation tends to select more complex models (the number of hidden-layer units ranging from 6 to 9) for pricing errors, and more parsimonious models (the number of hiddenlayer units ranging from 1 to 5) for hedging errors. It is thus not surprising to see that ES/NN is all 1 for pricing errors, but different from 1 for hedging errors.
Fourth, bagging seems to be a viable method in term of hedging errors although it is extremely demanding in term of the computing time. In four out of the six years, bagging has be smallest mean AHE and among the baseline NN model, Bayesian regularization, and early stopping. In terms of the percentages of options for which the AHE of the networks is less than the BS AHE, bagging is better than NN in all years except 1992. Note that among all the methods we investigated, bagging has also the smallest pricing errors overall.
Finally, both NN families of models generate smaller average hedging errors compared to the BS model and of course the linear model. In terms of the percentages of options for which the AHE of the networks is less than the BS AHE, NN, BR, ES, and BA are generally better than the BS model in all years except for 1990. The standard deviation of the AHE across the ten experiments is smaller for BA than for the baseline NN model in every year except 1989.
In summary, our average hedging error results show that the choice of the training criterion is very important in model selection procedure. Our validation and prediction procedures may not be as ideal for hedging as they were for pricing in favor of the NN with the Bayesian regularization. Yet, all three methods do provide consistently lower average hedging errors and significantly lower variations in most of the years.
V. CONCLUSION
Reference [18] provide evidence that NNs may be more accurate and computationally more efficient when the assumptions of the Black-Scholes option pricing formula are violated. However, like any other nonparametric methods, NNs are subject to overfitting if the data contain irrelevant information or a substantial amount of noise. Recently, [13] have demonstrated that the NN with homogeneity hint can produce a smaller out-ofsample pricing error and a more robust average delta hedging error compared to the networks without hint. Here, we provide evidence that Bayesian regularization [19] , early stopping, and bagging [7] are alternative methods that work effectively to prevent overfitting and to improve prediction accuracy.
For the daily S&P 500 index call options traded at the Chicago Board Options Exchange from January 1988 to December 1993, we compare year by year the pricing and hedging performance of feedforward network models with and without any regularization. We find that in some years, the feedforward networks with Bayesian regularization generate significantly smaller pricing and delta-hedging errors than the baseline NN model. While early stopping does not affect the pricing errors, it significantly reduces the hedging error in four of the six years we investigated. Although computationally most demanding, bagging seems to provide the most accurate pricing and delta hedging. Furthermore, the standard deviation of the MSPE of bagging is far less than that of the baseline model in all six years, and the standard deviation of the AHE of bagging is far less than that of the baseline model in five out of six years. The results thus suggest that overfitting in the feedforward network models can be effectively reduced by certain regularization methods. Last, all four versions of the NN model significantly outperform the BS model and the linear regression model in terms of both pricing and hedging errors, suggesting the usefulness of the nonparametric methods in option pricing and delta hedging.
Our results also indicate that Bayesian regularization, early stopping, and bagging are as effective as the homogeneity hint in pricing options, although these are totally different approaches to reduce overfitting. We suggest that they be used in applications that do not have appropriate hints. Of course, the effectiveness of other hints, such as put-call parity and the lower boundary condition, may be explored in future research. Other methods to improve generalization performance of NN models such as Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension analysis [9] , and support vector machines [24] can also be investigated.
